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Abstmct. Several methods to compile recursive function free Horn clause programs, called 
DATALOG, have been proposed in the literature. Most of them perform a rewriting of the rules 
using MAGIC or PROBLEW~ predicates in order to push selections before recursion. Rewritten 
rule systems are generally complex and difficult to translate in optimized relational algebra 
programs. Moreover, they generally generate too many results; thus, the query must be applied 
to the generated results to eliminate nonrelevant answers. After a survey of the existing compilation 
techniques which point out their limitations, we develop the ~agic~u~ction method. It is based 
on an inte~retation of the query as a function which maps one column of a relation to another 
column. The rules are first translated into a connection graph and then, by a traversal of the 
associated graph, rew~tten into a fixpoint functional equation The resolution of this fixpoint 
equation using Tarski’s theorem leads to efficient computations of the query answer. In particular, 
the derived algo~thms push selections through recursion, because selections appear as fur&on 
arguments. They generate only relevant answers to a given query. The purpose of this paper is 
mainly the introduction of a generalized method to obtain the fixpoint functional equation. The 
method is general enough to handle all binary rules, cyclic rules and function symbols. The main 
advantages of the method are: (I) It generates directly an optimized relational algebra program. 
(2) It performs a symbolic pre-~orn~~tation which permits rule redundancy elimination. (3) It 
fully supports function symbols and range queries. Finally, an efficient execution algorithm working 
both on symbolic magic fun~ions and data is proposed to evaluate recursive queries. 
1. Introduction 
Assuming the reader to be familiar with recursion in deductive databases [ 1, 3, 
11, 12, 251, we address the problem of evaluating queries referencing rule defined 
relations in a deductive database context. We assume that the rules may include 
recursive predicates and unary function symbols. 
Two strategies have been proposed to handle recursive queries. The simplest one 
is based on i~te~retQtio~. This strategy is mainly derived from backward chaining 
‘a la Prolog and works in a top-down manner. The derived methods generally push 
restriction before recursion [19, 261, although certain methods do not work in all 
cases with function symbols 113, 201. As these methods do not pre-compile the 
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queries, they generate call loops to the DBMS which are rather inefficient. However, 
a clever optimization of interpreted techniques known as query/sub-query has been 
developed at ECRC Q26]. In this method, sub-queries and answers are kept in main 
memory to reduce costs. 
Although the limits of the query/sub-query interpreted method are not well known, 
several researchers claim that the fanciest methods are based on a compilation of 
the query and rules before going to the database. This pre-compilation often rewrites 
the rule system using ‘magic’ or ‘problem’ predicates. These intermediate predicates 
simulate the constant moves up before recursion, in such a way that a semi-naive 
bottom-up evaluation of the compiled rules presents two interesting features [2]: 
(a) No redundant work is performed, that is tuples are not produced twice using 
the same rules. 
(b) No generation of useless tuples is done, that is tuples are eliminated through 
restrictions as soon as possible. 
Two compilation techniques eem to be the most popular: the magic set approach 
and the Alexander method. We examine them in the first section of this paper. 
Using a simple example, we show that one of the oldest general methods is that 
due to Alexander. Also, the magic set approach has been recently extended (Exten- 
ded supplementary magic sets [6]) towards a method which is similar to Alexander’s 
with a reordering of predicates. This reordering allows the algorithm to perform 
the maximum sideways passage of information to evaluate the query. A serious 
drawback of the Alexander or Extended supplementary magic set is the complexity 
of the transformed rule system which generally needs further optimizations and 
simplifications. 
The motivations of this paper are threefold: (1) There is a need for a general 
method to compile a query against rules directly into an optimized relational algebra 
program performing selections before recursions. (2) Such a method must support 
rules with function symbols. (3) The method must provide a basic tool for simplifying 
certain classes of redundant rules. Steps towards such a method have already been 
done [S, 10,14,18]. The magic functiorr approach developed here is a new step 
towards such an efficient compilation technique. More specifically, we propose a 
general and formally based method to translate a query and the associated rules 
into a functional equation. The method applies to any kind of rules with binary 
predicates which may include unary function symbols. A generalization of the 
method, using other techniques, has been proposed in [ 151 to deal with nonbinary 
predicates. 
The paper is organized as follows. The second section is mainly a survey. We 
summarize the Magic set and Alexander methods. We discuss their respective power. 
The third section is devoted to the introduction of magic functions. Magic functions 
are set valued functions derived from a relation. In basic form, they map one column 
of a relation into another column. An algebra upon magic functions is introduced 
and it is shown that any relational query can be expressed as a magic function 
expression. The fourth section is devoted to the description of an algorithm to 
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translate quekes bearing upon a set of rules into a fixpoint functional equation of 
the form Q(X) = F{ Q( X)}, where Q is the query seen as a magic function. A general 
algorithm to compute the query answer contribution of a rule in terms of functions 
then appears. This algorithm is based on a graph representation of a rule. The fifth 
section gives an algorithm to 8~ anslate a magic function fixpoint equation directly 
into a relational algebra program. A generic algorithm to evaluate recursive queries 
from the fixpoint equation is presented. Finally, we show that the symbolic computa- 
tion process allows the system to eliminate certain equivalent rules which are 
redundant. An example is given. In conclusion, we discuss the limits of the method. 
2. A survey of some compilation methods 
2.6. Tl;ae magic set method 
The magic set approach [3] performs the sideways passage of information and 
then rewrites the rules using magic predicates. These predicates correspond to 
demons which reject useless tuples when applied in forward chaining. The basic 
magic set method is supported by a rather complex rewriting algorithm. The method 
does not apply to rules such as the even ancestors derived from a base relation 
Parent( young, old) [ 31 
Ancestor(x, y) + Parent(x, y) (4 
Ancestor(x, z) + Parent(x, y), Ancestor(y, v), Ancestor( v, z) (r2) 
with a query such as 
?Ancestor( a, z) (wry) 
An extended version of the magic set algorithm called the generalized magic set 
has just been proposed [6]. The algorithm first requires an adorned rule set to be 
built using maximum sideways passage of information (sideways passage of informa- 
tion may be portrayed by a SIP graph [6]). In our case, we obtain 
AncestorbF( x, y ) + Parent( x, y ) (rl-a) 
Ancestorbf(x, z) + Parent(x, y), Ancestorbf(y, v), Ancestorbf( v,z) (r2-a) 
For each recursive predicate R, a magic predicate MAGIC-R is created whose 
variables are bounded variables in ,R. Each rule is then modified by the addition of 
the required magic predicate in its body. The generation of tuples in the magic 
predicate is given by: (a) the query; (b) rules which model the sideways passage of 
information to the recursive predicate. In our examples, we obtain the rewritten 
rule system 
Magic_Ancestorbf( x), Parent( x, y ) + Ancestorbf( x,y ) (rLm) 
Magic_Ancestorbf(x), Parent(x, y), Ancestorbf(y, v), Ancestorbf( v9 z) 
+ Ancestorbf( x,z) (r2-m) 
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Magic_ Ancestorbf( x), rent( x, y ) + Magic, Ancestorbf( y ) 
Magic_Ancestorbf(x), Parent(x, y), Ancestorbf(y, v) 
+ Magic_Ancestorbf( v) 
Magic_Ancestorbf( a) 
(sip-l) 
(sip-2) ’ 
(query) 
The resulting modified rule system is rather complex (mutually recursive) and 
redundant (condition parts are repeated). The generalized supplementary magic set 
algorithm [6] has been proposed to save redundant condition parts: the result is 
approximately the Alexander method described below. 
2.2. The Alexander method 
The Alexander method [22] consists of rewriting rules in terms of problems and 
solutions for each recursive predicate. Thus, as the Gordian node was cut in two 
by Alexander, the Alexander method cuts recursive predicates into two parts: the 
problem and the solution. The method also starts with an adorned rule set (adorned 
predicates are written with a boolean adornment of type R”” where xxx is a binary 
vector: we adopt here the notations of [25]). Then, the rewriting of a recursive rule 
Bl, B2,. . . , R, Ql, Q2,. . . + R in several optimized rules is performed as follows: 
(1) Add the problem predicate PB_R” to the rule condition. 
(2) Propagate linearly the bounded variables using the sideways passage of 
information up to an occurrence of the recursive predicate; this process is done by 
scanning the rule predicates, from the condition to the head; to guarantee a good 
sideways passage of information, a reordering of predicates according to a maximum 
SIP is desirable. 
(3) Cut the recursive predicate in two parts: (a) a problem predicate which is 
generated by the previously scanned conditiun part; (b) a solution predicate which 
is used to generate a new rule, with the non-scanned part of the rule. 
(4) Go on scanning the new rule with the same algorithm (i.e., go to 2). 
As the algorithm generates independent rules which may share variables, context 
predicates are used to transmit variables between rules. 
For example, using the definition of even ancestor given above with rules (rl) 
and (r2), we obtain 
Pb-Ancestorbf( x), Parent( x, y ) + Sol-Ancestorbf( x,y ) (rl-m) 
Pb_Ancestorbf(x), Parent@, y) + Pb_Anfl &orb’(v), Contl(x, y) (sip-l) 
Cont 1 (x, y ), Sol_Ancestorbf( y, v) + Pb, mcestorbf( v ), Cont2(x, v) (sip-2) 
ContZ(x, v), Sol_Ancestorbf( v,z) + Sol_Ancestorbf( x, z) (r2-m) 
Pb_Ancestorbf( a), Sol-Ancestorbf( a, y) -) Answer(y). (query) 
This set of rules must be applied using a semi-naive forward chaining to obtain the 
query answer (i.e., Answer(y)). The rewritten rules are not in a very simp!e form: 
ediate predicates Contl and Cont2 are introZJced, the rules are mutually 
owever, the Alexander method appears here to be more successful than 
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the clasaical magic set method. Indeed, it leads to results similar to that of the 
generalized supplementary magic set algorithm [6]. The Alexander method has been 
operational on a PC since 1985. The rule transformer is written in Prolog [22]. 
2.3. On the power of magic sets and Alexander 
Alexander and Magic sets are indeed very similar methods. However, generalized 
magic sets clearly select he maximum sideways passage of information. The selected 
sideways passage of information in Alexander depends on the order of the predicates 
in the rule body. 
Magic sets do not generate rulr s which produce exactly the query answer. Gen- 
erally, the generated rules produce more. For example, the above written rules 
generate all ancestors of ‘a’ as magic sets (or problems). Therefore, all parents of 
an ancestor of ‘a’ are produced in the Ancestor relations. This is not correct because 
the answers are only the even ancestor of ‘a’. Fortunately, a simple final selection 
of the generated tuples in the ancestor elation eliminates the undesirable answers. 
It is indeed difficult to avoid this final selection even with linear rules. For example, 
the rules 
Ancestor@, y) + Parent@, y) 
Ancestor(x, z) + Parent(x, y), Ancestor(y, v), Parent( v, z) 
still generate the even ancestors. The magic set for the query ?Ancestor(a, z) is still 
all ancestors of ‘a’. Thus, the rewritten rules generate all ancestors of ‘a’ in Ancestor, 
fortunately with their one level descendent as first attribute. The Alexander method 
does not do better in the solution predicate; however, the final required selection 
is included in the rewritten rules: it derives from the query rule which generates the 
query answer. Finally, it can be said that magic sets fail to generate only useful 
tuples. This point is often not very clear (see for example Theorem 1 of [3]). One 
main difference of the magic function method which is going to be presented in the 
sequel is that it does not generate useless tuples in the result; thus, a final selection 
is not required. 
In [14], we introduce a new method based on a functional approach: rules are 
rewritten as functional equations to compute a query answer. In the current paper 
which extends this functional approach, the method is called magic functions. The 
intuitive idea of our approach is that a relation instance defines functions; each 
function is a mapping from one set of values in one column to the corresponding 
set of values in another column. Rules are then rewritten as magic functions. In 
[ 141, the rewriting algorithm is limited to binary predicates with acyclic conditions 
(i.e., chain rules). In the sequel, we are going to present a generalization to any 
binary predicates. 
Let us give an intuitive view of the method using the prev:ous example. For the 
even ancestors as defined by rules (rl) and (r2) with the quf;i’y ? ncestork z)* the 
method leads to the fixpoint equation between the magic functions Ancestor(X) 
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and Parent(X) which respectively maps a set of persons X to theit: ancestors and 
parents 
Ancestor( X ,? = Parent(X) + Ancestor(Ancestar( Parent( X))). 
The fixpoint equation is used in a symbolic way to compute the solutions and 
then to derive the relational algebra program from the symbolic form. In our case, 
by successive approximations (Tarski’s theorem) we derive 
Ancestor(a) = Parent(a) + Parent3( a) + Parent’(a) + l l . + Parent2n+1(6z) 
for some n which gives the fixpoint. This formula leads to the following program 
Procedure Comr,tite(Ancestor, a); 
begin 
Delta:= ~~2(+,ea(PARENT)); 
Ancestor := Delta; 
while ‘Ancestor changes’ do 
Delta:= ~~2(op.l,~~,*,(PAR~NT)); 
Delta:= ~~~(~~,,D,I,,(PARENT)); 
Ancestor := Ancestor u Delta; 
d; 
end. 
In this example, the functional approach appears much more simple 
than the Magic set or Alexander methods. Also, it is well founded 
mathematics. 
and efficient 
on rigorous 
3. Relations and queries as functions 
3.1. Functions defined by Q relation 
Let R( Al, A2) be a binary relation k Jith attributes Al, A2. We will restrict our 
attention to binary relations in order to simplify notations. R determines two 
relational functions t-1 and r2 defined as follows. 
efinition 1. Relational functions: Let R(A 1, A2) be a binary relation. rl (resp. r2) 
is the function P(A2)+ P(K) (resp. 9(Al)+ g(A2)) defined by rl(A2) = 
{X(XE Al and R(x, y) for somf: v in A2) (resp. t2(Al) = {y(y E A2 and R(x, y) for , 
some x in Al}), where P(A) d_enotes the powerset of A. 
Intuitively, rl corresponds to queries on the first column of the relations R, i.e. 
queries of the form: select Al fkvn R; and similarly r2 corresponds to queries on 
the second column of the relation R. The relations are denoted by upper case letters, 
and the relational functions by the corresponding lower case letters together with 
indices. 
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Let us give examples of relational functions derived from the relation PARENT 
pictured in Fig. I. For example the relation depicted in Fig. 1 defines the following 
functions: 
0 i 
( ) ii 
PARENT2( Q 1) which determines the children of given parents; for instance, 
we get 
PARENTN0)) = (0); 
PARENT2({lulu}) = {toto}; 
PARENT2({lulu, tintin}) = {toto, lulu}; 
ARENT2( { lulu, tintin, totoche}) = { toto, lulu}; 
PARENT2({totoche}) =(0); 
PARENTl(a2) which determines the parents of gken children; for example, 
we get 
PARENTl({P))) = (0); 
PARENT1 ({toto}) = {lulu, lili); 
PARENTl({toto, lulu}) = {lulu, tintin, lili, titine}; 
PARENT1 ({toto, totoche}) = { lulu, lilij. 
3.2. Operations on relational functions 
We shall use the following classical operations over functions and function results: 
( 1 ii 
( 
a--. 
i!! . 
( ) iv 
the union of two sets resulting from a function evaluation is denoted +; we 
obviously have 
.m+Y)=f~Y)+f(~), 
the sum of two functions having same domain is defined by 
(f+ g)(x) =f(x) + g(x), 
the composition off and g is possible if the image domain of g is included 
in the definition domain of S; it is defined by 
(j-0 g)(x) =f(g(x)), 
the intersection of two functions f and g having the same domain and the 
same target is defined by 
(f u9(a)={YP x e a Y =fW) & Y = gW)l- 
Note that f(a) n g(os) 3 (f A g)(u); this inclusion is usually strict and collapses to 
equality only when a is a one-element set. 
PARENT PARENT CHILDREN 
MU tot0 
tintin lulu 
lili tot0 
tittne lulu 
Fig. 1. An instance of the PARENT relation. 
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Henceforth, the functional intersection is denoted by A, in order to distinguish 
it from the set-theoretic ntersection A. 
The relational functions corresponding to the identity relation will be of particular 
interest and most often used in conjunction with operations on relational functions. 
We recall them here: the identity relation ID(x, y) holds iff x = y. Henceforth, 
idi = a and idi({x}) = X, for i = 1,2 and A 3 a, x E A. 
3.3. Selections as i3aluations of relational functions 
Let R( Al, A2) be a binary relation. Any selection request of the form R( ?, a) 
(resp- R(a, ?)), corresponds to a query of the form select Al from R where A2 = a, 
and is evaluated as the relational function r l( a) (resp. r2( a)). 
Selections of the form R( a, a), i.e. select Al from R where Al = a and A2 = a, can 
be expressed as intersections of relational functions, e.g. R(a, a) = (rl A id,)(a) = 
(r2 A id2)(a). Selections of the form R(a1, a2), i.e. select Al, A2 from R where 
Al = al and A2 = a2, can be evaluated using set thcaretic intersection; 
prl( R(a 1, a2)) = rl(a2)nal and pr2(R(al,a2))=r2(al)na2, where pri denotes 
the projection on the ith component. 
More generally, let R(A1,. . . , An) and S(B1,. . . , Bm) be two relations; then 
any sequence of the following relational operations: 
(i) selection of a relation R on attribute(s) Ai, 
(ii) natural join of the result with relation S, 
(iii) projection of the result on attribute(s) Bq of Sr 
can be represented as a composition of two relational functions derived from R 
and S. 
This shows that mc ’ ssual selections can be expressed as evaluations of relational 
functions, possibly involving operations on relational functions. 
4. Evaluation of recursive queries 
4.1. 
A 
3, it 
Recursive queries 
recursive query is a query on a recursively defined relation R. Using Section 
appears that the evaluation of a recursive query expressed in SQL as follows 
SELECT Aj FROM R WHERE Ai = c 
consists in evaluating the function q(c). 
Thus, recursive query evaluation leads to relational functions evaluations. To 
translate a recursive rule into recursive functional equations, we use a connection 
graph. It allows us to derive the set of all functional equations which are equivalent 
to a rule. We will need first some notations from graph theory. 
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A graph is a set V of vertices pairwise connected by oriented arcs; an arc _ going 
from vertex v to vertex v’ is of the form e = (v, v’). If we forget the underlying 
orientation, an arc becomes an edge and is denoted by {v, v’}. A chain in a graph 
is a sequence (v,, . . . , v,) of vertices such that for i = 1, . . . , n - 1, {Q, vi+,} is an 
edge. A chain is said to be elementary iff it never goes twice through the same 
vertex. A cycle is a chain such that v1 = v,,, and the same arc does not occur twice 
in the chain. A cycle is said to be elementary iff no vertex but vt occurs twice in 
the cycle. A graph is said to be connected iff for any two vertices v, v’, with v # v’, 
there exists a chain ( vl, . . . , u,), with v1 = v and vn = v’, connecting v and v’. A 
cut-set in a connected graph G is a set A of vertices uch that the subgraph GV-A 
obtained by deleting the points of A is no more connected. The connected com- 
ponents Cl,..., Cp of GV_,,, define connected graphs GCIUA, . . . , GCpuA, called 
the pieces of G with respect o the cut-set. We will use the shorthand notation G -A 
to denote Gv+ 
A labelled graph is a graph whose arcs are labelled by letters from an alphabet. 
An Eulerian chain in a graph is a chain which uses every edge in the graph exactly 
once. A graph G is said to be a tree iff it satisfies the following equivalent require- 
ments: (i) G is an acyclic connected graph, and (ii) any pair of distinct vertices is 
connected by exactly one chain. The degree of a vertex is the number of edges 
adjacent to that vertex. For further details on graphs see [7]. 
4.3. The connection graph of a rule 
To each recursive rule we will associate a connection graph. This graph will then 
be used to translate the recursive rule into a set of mutually recursive functional 
equations, which are equivalent o the original recursive rule. 
Definition 2. Connectiorz graph of a rule: The connection graph of a rule is a labelled 
graph defined as follows: 
(1) to each variable or constant occurring on the right-hand side of the rule 
corresponds a vertex of the graph; 
(2) for each relation R(x, y) occurring on the right-hand side of the rule, there 
is an arc labelled by R going from vertex x to vertex y; 
(3) the variables x and y occurring on the left-hand side of the rule, i.e. the 
arguments of the relation defined by the rule, correspond to two distinguished 
vertices. 
In short, the arguments, variables or constants of the right-hand side of the rule 
label the vertices of the graph, while the relations label the arcs of the graph. Fig. 
Fig. 2. Connection graph of R(x, y)c- R(x, z) & R(z, y). 
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2 shows the connection graph of the rules: 
R(& y) + Nx, 2) 4% Nz, y)= 
Defidion 3. A rule is acyclic iff its connection graph is acyclic. 
Examples. The classical rules defining the recursive predicates Ancestor, Same- 
generation-cousins, Family-friends are acyclic. The rule of Fig. 2 is acyclic. The 
following rule is cyclic: 
Q(x,Y)+ Bl(x, xl) & QW, Y) & BW, ~2) & QW Y) & B3(y, z). 
Its connection graph is depicted in Fig. 3. 
4.4. Translation of a recursive de into a system of mutually tecutsivejix~oint equations 
The remainder of the present sub-section and section explains the core of our 
paper. Let R(xl, x2) be a relation defined by a set of recursive rules pl, . . . , pn 
and Gl,. . . , Gn the connection graphs corresponding to the rules pl, . . . , pn. We 
describe a construction which associates with each connection graph Gi two 
expressions e,( Gi) and e2( Gi) such that the selection queries R (?a2) and R( a 1, ?) 
associated with the relation I? can be answered by solving the pair of mutually 
recursive quations 
tl(a2)=el(Gl)(c92)+- l l +e,(Gn)(aZ) 
t2(al) = ez(Gl)(al)+- l l +e2(Gn)(a1), (1) 
The ei(Gj)s are constructed using relational functions and their operations. 
Equations (1) can be written in the form, 
tl = eI(G)(tl, t2) t2 = ei( G)( tl, t2). (2) 
We will see that e:(G) and e$( G) define monotonic, and even continuous, f!rnctions 
on the complete lattice consisting of all functions in (P(X1) + 9(X2)) x 
(9(X2) + 9(X 1 )), ordered by inclusion, where X 1 is the range of the first argument 
of R, and X2 the range of the second argument of R, i.e. tl E 
tl, t2), See for more 
Fig. 3. 
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Example. The equations corresponding to the single triie pictured in Fig. 2 would be 
rl = r1* 
leduced from ( 1’) 
rl(a2) = rl(rl(a21) 
r2 = r2* r2(al) = r2(r2(al)). 
In this particular case, the solution is the trivial one, namely (rl, r2), = (6, fij), since 
this rule by itself never terminates, hence defines the empty relation. More interesting 
examples will come later. 
The core of our argument will be the construction of the expressions e,(G) and 
e*(G) for a connection graph G. We will distinguish various cases according to the 
type of the graph, and for each case we will construct he ei( G)s by induction on 
the structure of the graph. We first consider connected graphs, acyclic and then 
possibly cyclic, and finally nonconnected graphs. 
4.4.1. Cmwected acyck connection graphs 
(a) We first consider connection graphs corresponding to chain rules [S]. Such 
graphs have no ‘pendent subtrezs’; equivalently taking away a single vertex breaks 
the graph into at most two connected components, or equivalently, there exists a 
Eulerian chain in the graph, going from x to y. Let vl = X, v2, . . . , v~+~ = y be an 
Eulerian chain in G. For i = 1, . . . , n, the edge {vi, vi+,} is labe??ed by EiPi, where 
Ei = 1 e the arc (ci, vj+,) is labelled by fi 
e the term fi( vi, vi+1 ) OCCURS in the recursive rule, 
Ei = - 1 ~4 the arc (Vi+, , vi) is labelled by Pi 
e the term pi(vi+l, i v ) occurs in the recursive rule. 
Then, for such a connection graph G 
e,(G) =p1 s, O l l l O pn 6;,, e2(G)=P?18rll O* l *“PI 6; 
where, for i=l,..., n, 
Si = I 1 if &i=+l, (2 if ei=-l; and S:= 
2 if ei=+l, 
1 if Si=-1; 
i.e. 6’i = 3 - Si; recall that pit(b) = {x 1 fib, y) for some y in tp} and that 
pj2(a) = (y 1 Pi(X, y) for some x in a}. 
Example. Consider the rule R(x, y) + P(x, z) & Q(z, y). Its connection graph is the 
graph G pictured in Fig. 4. This graph yields: e,(G) = p1 0 q2 and e2( G) = q1 0 p2, 
leading to the equations 
W, Y) = G(Y) =pAqAy)) = WMy), 
R(x, 3 = rz(x) = qd&)) = e,(c)(x)= 
Fig. 4. 
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(b) We then consider acyclic connection graphs which do not necessarily corre- 
spond to chain rules. Such rules are already more general than the usually considered 
chain rules, cf., e.g. [5,14]. Intuitively, the corresponding connection graphs may 
have some ‘pendent subtrees’, or equivalently, there exist some vertices such that 
deleting one such vertex breaks the graph into at least three connected components. 
The proof will proceed by induction on the number n of such vertices, noting that 
the case n = 0 corresponds to the chain rules studied in case (a). 
Let G be the connection graph of a rule for the relation R(x, y), x and y be the 
distinguished vertices of G; assume G is acyclic and connected, hence G is a tree 
and there exists exactly one chain going from x to y: 
Definition 4. Let G ue an acyclic connected connection graph. A pendent subtree 
in G is a subtree having 
(i) at least two vertices, 
(ii) exactly one vertex located on the chain going from x to y. 
Lemma I. If the connection graph G is a tree, then G has pendent subttees iff either 
x or y has degree 22, or there ate vertices of degree 33 in G. T%e pendent subttees 
necessarily ‘hang from’, i.e. have a toot at the vertices of degree 23, or x and y if the 
latter have degree 22. 
We next associate an expression e(t), built from relational functions and 
operations on them, to each pendent subtree t. e(t) is constructed by induction on 
the depth of t, i.e. the maximum distance of any vertex to the root of t. 
Definition 5. Let t be a pendent subtree in G, x0 its root, i.e. its unique vertex located 
on the chain from x to y. Let e(t) be defined inductively as follows: 
(1) Either t is of depth 1, and t =C” i=l &iPivi where n is the degree of the vertex 
x0 in t, and 
Ei = +l @ the arc (~0, Vi) is labelled by Pi (corresponding to an 
occurrence Of Pi(XO 3 Vi)), 
Ei = -1 H the arc (4, ~0) is labelled by Pi (corresponding to an 
occurrence Of Pi( Vi, X0)). 
Then 
e(t)=ii pi&twi) 
i = 1 
where 
Si = 
{ 
1 if &i=+l, 
2 if &i=-1; 
Di 
Wi = 
if vi is labelled by a variable Zi ranging over a domain Dig 
ci if vi is labelled by a constant ci. 
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(2) Or t is of depth d > 1, and t =Cy=, EiPti, where n i 1,. . . are as 
above, ti’S are trees of depth at most d - 1; then e(t) = n pi al( e( ti)) where 
the 6i’s are as above, and the e( ti)‘s are defined by induction. 
Note that e(t) has no argument, 1 Alce defines a subset of the base domain ranged 
over by x0, and not a function. 
We now come back to the construction of e,(G) and e*(G). Let G be a connected 
acyclic connection graph. Assume first x and y have degree 1. Let k be the number 
of vertices of degree n > 2 on the chain going from x to y in G. If k = 0, then G 
consists of a unique chain going from x to y, and the ei(G)s have been constructed 
in subsection (a). Assume the construction has been done for graphs with k vertices 
of degree > 2 on the chain going from x to y, and assume G has k + 1 such vertices. 
Let u. be such a vertex. We may assume without loss of generality that there is 
exactly one tree t pendent from v o. Let G1 (resp. Gt) be the connected subgraph 
of G consisting of the chain going from x to v. (resp. from v. to y) together with 
its pendent subtrees (but for t). G1 (resp. G2) has at most k - 1 pendent subtrees 
on the chain going from x to v. (resp. v. to y). Then 
Note that ei( Gi) =J is a term representing a function and e(t) is a term representing 
a subset; hence e(t) n& is a shorthand notation to represent the function obtained 
by restricting the image ofJI: to range over e(t) only, i.e. (e(t) nf;-)( a) = e(t) nfi( a). 
Moreover, we have to check that e,(G) and e,(G) are independent of the choice 
of the cut-point vo; this is true for the following reason: because of the particular 
form of the intersections we have to consider here, composition distributes over 
intersection, i.e. fo (A n g) =f(A) nfo g. 
Assume now G is a connected acyclic connection graph which has a subtree t
pendent from e.g. X, the case of a subtree pendent from y would be similar. Let 
G’= G - t be the connected subgraph obtained by deleting t from G. Then 
e,(G) = eW) n e(t), 
e2( G) = e2( G’) 0 (e(t) n id*). 
Example. Consider the connection graph G depicted in Fig. 5. G corresponds to 
the rule 
R(x, y) + B(x, q) & C(Mary, x) & P(x, z) & P(Eve, z) & Q(y, z). 
Fig. 5. 
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Then, 
eAG) = 41 o (p#W v-4 0 (b,(D) n c2(Mary) n id2). 
4.4.2. Connected cyclic connection graphs 
(a) We now consider the case of connection graphs which can possibly contain 
cycles, but are still connected. In order to simplify the notations, we will impose 
some slight restrictions on the arrangement of the cycles in the connection graph. 
Most of these restrictions will be of pure convenience; some however are essential. 
For instance, we do not know how to associate any simple term, neither a fortiori 
any fixpoint equation, to the connection graph shown in Fig. 6. We will mention 
explicitly those restrictions which are essential in the sequel. Recall that a pendent 
subgraph is a connected subgraph which has at least two vertices, and exactly one 
vertex located on a chain going from x to y. 
R(x, Y) * 6(x, 2,) Q J’Ax, zd & A@, , ~2) 8~ Q,(z, y) & Q&, y) 
Fig. 6. 
ypothesis 1. All pendent subgraphs of G 
and can be lifted.) Consequently, all cycles 
least two vertices. 
are trees. (This restriction is unessential 
intersect a chain going from x to y in at 
ypotbesis 2. Let c = (2.7,). . . , vn+, v, = v, ) be an elementary cycle and p = 
(u I,*=*, u,) an elementary chain from x to y, which intersects c at (vi,, . . . , Vik), 
i,<i,<- 0 l < ik. We assu.me 
(I) {Vi19 vik) is a cut set of G; 
(2) the vertices of c - ( vi1 , vik} belong to at least two different connected components 
of G - (Vi 1, vik); equivalently, for any vi and vj in C, with i, < i < ik and (ik <j or j < i,} 
there are exactly two chains going from vi to vj, and these L 3 chains are the two halves 
Of C, namely: (Vi,. . . , V&y. . . , Vj) and (Vj, . . . , Vii,. . . , Vi). In other words, (Vi13 V&) 
divide the cycle c into two disjoint parts, and the only chains of G which go from one 
part to the other must pass through one of the cut-vertices (vi,, Vik). 
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This second restriction is essential to avoid the problems hown in the connection 
graph of Fig. 6; there, deleting the cut-set {x, y} results in a graph which is still 
connected, since there is a chain ( zl, z2) going directly from z1 to z2, without passing 
through the cycle (x, zl, y, z2). We need one last definition. 
Definition 6. Let G be a connection graph and c an elementary cycle in G; c is 
said to be maximal iff for any other cycle c’: 
- either c n c’ consists of at most one vertex, 
- or c n c’ has at least two vertices, and for any chain p going from x to y, 
l c’np#fbcnp#@, and 
l if c’np=(u, ,..., ukr), cnp=(v ,,..., vk), then cnc’D{u,,ukt} and 
1 u’1, . . . , ukg) all belong to the same connected component in G -{I.+, vk}; 
equivalently, the order of the vertices on c is either (v, . . . u1 . . . uho . . . vk.. .) 
or (. . . vk.. . u1 . . . uk’. . . 8,). 
Intuitively, maximal cycles either intersect other cycles in at most one vertex, or 
‘contain’ them; henceforth, let c be a maximal cycle, and c n c’ contain at least two 
vertices; deleting (vl ,vk} divides c into two connected components; the maximality 
asserts that, for any chain p, and cycle c’, c’np is entirely contained in one of the 
two connected components of c - { vl, vk}. Maximal cycles are well defined because 
of the restriction in Hypothesis 2. 
We then construct, for each connection graph G two expressions e*(G) and 
e2( G), by induction on the number n of elementary cycles in G. If n = 0, then G 
is acyclic and this is case 4.4.1(b). Assume the construction is done for graphs with 
at most n cycles and let G have n + 1 cycles. Then, because of Hypothesis 2, there 
exists at least one maximal cycle c in G. Let p be a chain going from x to y which 
intersect c in cnp=(vl,..., vk). Then G -{v,, vk} consists of connected com- 
ponents Cl,. . . , Cn of three types: 
- a (possibly empty) connected component Cl defining a subgraph G1 = GcIv~V,~ 
containing x, 
- a (possibly empty) connected component Cn defining a subgraph G, = Gcnv(vnj 
containing y, 
- at least p 2 2 connected components C2,. . . , Cn - 1, defining subgraphs Gi = 
G Clu(V,,vrI, which correspond to the pieces coming from the cycle c. Then, each 
of the Gi’s has at most.n elementary cycles, and ei( G), i = 1,2 is defined inductively 
bY 
(a) if vl # &, then 
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(b) if I.+ = ok, then 
elW edG) = nfi’ e,(Gi) A idI 
> 
O e,(G,), 
i=2 
e2( 6) = e2( G, ) 0 nfi’ e2( Gi) I\ id2 
> 
0 e2(Gl). 
i-2 
Note. It should be checked that this result is independent of the choice of the 
maximal cycle. 
Example. Let R(x, y) + P(x, y) & A(y, y) & B(y, y), the corresponding connection 
graph G is shown in Fig. 7. Then: 
e,(G) =pl 0 (a, A I+ A id,), 
e2(G)=(u2h62nid2)op2. 
Fig. 7. 
(b) Lastly, we briefly show that even the case of nonconnected connection graphs 
fits easily into out framewqrk. Assume G is the connection graph of a rule defining 
a relation R(x, y ) and that GO, G, , . . . , G,, are the connected components of G, x 
and y belonging to the same connected component GO. Assume moreover that GO 
satisfies the constraints of Hypotheses 1 and 2 of Sub-section 4.4.2, and that for 
each Gi, we can find vertices x,- and yi such that Gi also satisfies those constraints 
relative to Xi and yi* Then, by the previous sections, we know how to construct he 
ei(Gi)‘s, i= I, 2,j=O,. . . , n and we will have for instance: 
edG) = if e,(Gd(yJ n x1 f 0 & l l = & e@,)(y,) n x2 # 0 
then e,( Go) eke 0 
and similarly for e,(G). Intuitively, the connected components G, , . . . , G, corre- 
spond to pre-conditions which must be checked once and for all before starting to 
evaluate R. owever, such cases being of a rather academical interest, we will in 
the sequel consider only the case of connected graphs, even though our method 
can deal also with the more complex cases. 
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Finally note also that we can allow for base functions, and not only base predicates 
as is usually the case, in our basic language, at no extra cost. This is very easy, since 
the relational functions corresponding to a plane function are immediately described: 
f and f-’ are the relational functions associated with f: 
(c) We have now completed all the tools in our framework which will enable us 
to transform a set of recursive rules into a set of unary fix oint equations [17). 
Theorem 1. Lzt pl,. . . , p,, be a set of recursive rules dt$ning a binary relation R; 
assume the corresponding connection graphs G, , . . . , G,, satisfy the Hypotheses 1 and 
2; then the query r,(a) = R(?, a) ( resp. rz(a) = R(a, ?)) is answered by solving the 
fixpoin t equation 
r,(a) = eAG,)(a) + l l l + e,(G)(a) 
(rev. rz( a 1 = ez(G)W + l l l + eAGK4). 
These equations can be rewritten in the form 
(2) 
= eXG)(r,, ti) 
{ rl= ei(G)(rI, r&! 
and their solution is defiired inductively by 
(r19 rz)w = sw{h s rA I n E W 
where 
Proof. A tedious inductive proof would show that the above equations indeed do 
compute the answers to the queries rl and r2. Note that the application of the 
functions to the set a al.dounts to a focus on the restriction corresponding to the 
selection of the set a, in the line of the methods ‘propagating selections’; the selection 
of a suitble set a can allow for arbitrary forms of restrictions, possibly via predicates, 
in the queries: for instance, one can choose for a the set of elements on which a 
given restriction predicate is true. The inductive coaputation of the solution is an 
immediate consequence of a variant of Tarki’s theorem for fixpoints of continuous 
functions, see [17] and Theorem 2 below, and of the next Lemma 2. Cl 
Lemma 2. For any connection graph G satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 1, 
e(G) = (e,(G), e,(G)) d fi e nes a continuous function on the copbpnete lattice of 
monotonic functions 
by, for arbitrary 
dG)h 9 r2) 
= (e,(GJ+- l l +e,(G”), e2(G,)+- l l +e2(G,,))- 
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Proof. By construction, the terms ei(Gi) are built from rl and r2 using only con- 
tinuous operations, namely + (union), intersection with a constant set, n (the 
relational intersection), and 0 (composition). II 
Theorem 2, Let k be a compkte lattice andf : L+ L 0 continuous function; then fhas 
o !eastjkpoint Q computed by: Q = sup{(p, ] n E N}, where ~~ = I (the least element of 
the kZ~tiCe), Q+~= f(Qn). 
The evaluation method proposed in the above Theorem 1 which performs restric- 
tion as soon as possible is very general in the sense that the set {u} can be defined 
extensionally or intentionally. For instance, 
{a} = {Toto}, {a} = {Toto, Paul, Tintin}, 
{a}=(y/lO<y=<25}, 
are acceptable sets. 
Example. Going back to the relation Q defined in Fig. 3, we obtain the set of 
equations 
d4 = (h, 0 41 A b,, 0 qJ 0 (h(D) n a), 
da) = h(D) n (q2 0 b12 b q2 0 b22)(a)- 
5. Solving systems of recursive equations 
5.1. Iterative computation 
Let r = F(r) be a fixpoint functional equation. Applying Theorem 2 we can solve 
it by successive approximations as follows: 
r= F(Q))w F(F(V)))u- . WV F”(0). 
Thus, the answer to the query is given by (we apply restriction by (a)) 
and we know that the fixpoint is reached for a certain n where no new data can be 
produced. Thus, we can write an iterative program to compute the query answer as 
follows, where F is the fixpoint equation (a chain of symbols), {a} the constants 
in the query (i.e., the restriction criteria), and R the query answer: 
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Procedure compute( R, F, {a}); 
Begin 
RSymb := F(0); {Initialize the symbolic form of the answer} 
DeltaSymb := 0; 
RData := RSymb( { a}); (Initialize answer with F(fl)( a)} 
DeltaData := 0; 
while ‘Elements inside DeltaData and DeltaSymb change’ do 
NewRsymb := Rsymb v F( Rsymb): {compute the next symbolic form 
= oldu F”(0)) 
DeltaSymb := NewRsymb - Rsymb; {Compute variations of symbolic form} 
DeltaData := DeltaSymb( {a}); {Compute new data generated} 
RData := RData u DeltaData; {Cumulate answers} 
Rsymb := NewRsymb; {Move to next step} 
od; 
end ; 
This program performs an iterative symbolic generation of the function F”(0) 
from E At each step, it queries the database to compute F”(fl)({a}); to avoid 
generating several times the same queries to the database, we eliminate already 
evaluated symbols in the symbolic functional form of the answer: this explains the 
difference performed between the new chain of symbols and the old one. The 
program stops when no new data are generable (or when no new functional 
expressions, i.e., chains of symbols, are generated: the inclusion of DeltaSymb in 
the test is a slight optimization which may be omitted). It is important o stop only 
when all elements included in DeltaSymb({ a}) do not change: the stopping test 
may require to keep values for each function evaluated in DeltaSymb if one wants 
to support complex and general rules. 
For example, with the fixpoint equation 
mu = P(xv+&wf ‘(xm~ 
resulting from the quadratic ancestors (with function) system of rules, F is set to 
p + gauf ‘. At the first iteration, we obtain Rsymb := p + gppf ‘, then next 
P + ltPPf ‘+ lrPl?PPf ‘f’+ SxPPf kPPf ‘f: l l l l 
We go to the database successively to evaluate p(Xl), then g( p( p( f ‘(Xl)))), then 
dPkL!4 P(f ‘(f ‘ow))>~L 
then 
gk(PtP(f YdPtP(f ‘(f W)))iiW)) . l . l 
Indeed, the general form need not be computed as the program queries the database 
to compute Deltadata and stops when nc new data are argument of each new 
applicable functions. This is a really good way of mixing symbolic and data 
computation, although the stopping criteria might be a bit complex. That is possible 
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as any symbol in Rsymb represents abase relation or a base function. Moving back 
to relational algebra with functions 1271, which is simply a re-interpretation of the 
symbolic formulas, yields a simple program which performs restriction at first: this 
is due to the fact that constants are the arguments of the magic function chains 
which are symbolically computed. 
5.2. Smplijication of general forms by symbolic computations 
Indeed, the fixpoint functional equation is a very useful tool which is used not 
only to generate relational algebra program, but also to simplify rule system computa- 
tion. Let us assume the following system of rules: 
A(x, y) + P(x, z), A(z, t), A( t, y) with the query ?-A(c, y) 
Ak Y) + 4x, 4, &, 0, AU, YL 
Magic functions lead to the following fixpoint equation: 
a(x) =pW+ 44p(JON +a(abW)). 
A symbolic fixpoint computation yields: 
a(X)=p(X)+p3(X)+p5(X)+* l •+P~~+‘(X) 
which is indeed the form obtained with the two first rules. Thus, magic functions 
may be used to simplify rule systems. Indeed the previous algorithm performs this 
simplification as, at each iteration step, it eliminates duplicate chains of symbols in 
the symbolic form of the answer (RSymb). We do not know of any method which 
is able to perform such rule simplifications. This is indeed a strong advantage of 
magic functions. 
6. Conclusion 
In this paper, we have presented asystematic method for compiling a large class 
of recursive queries into fixpoint equations. The method is based on a translation 
of each query versus rules into a functional equation using the so-called magic 
functions. This equation is generated using a rule graph traversal. The method is 
general enough to reject problematic rules. The method also applies to nonrecursive 
queries: in that case, it determines the query answer as a functional equation in 
which all functions are derived from base relations. In the case of recursion, the 
fixpoint equations are directly translated into an iterative relational algebra program 
which is computed in a symbolic way, using Tarski’s fixpoint theorem. Although a 
general polynomial form is not always possible, by mixing symbolic computation 
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and data computation, it appears that the method always performs election at first 
and also simplifies query computation programs generated by redundant rules. In 
other words, a large class of equivalent rules are detected and computed only once. 
Finally, it is important o point out that a large class of Datalog programs can 
be optirnized and translated into functional form using the proposed method. The 
concerned class of rules includes all the linear or nonlinear, stable or nonstable, 
chain or non-chain, binary rules as defined by other authors. It may also handle 
mutual recursion as shown in [14]. A lot of work remains to be done, for example 
to compare different possible fixpoint equations, to determine the power and limits 
of a symbolic omputation of the query answer, . . . . Nevertheless, fixpoint computa- 
tion of magic functions is a really powerful method for recursive query compilation 
and optimization, allowing the compiler to determine quite a few redundant rules. 
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